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■ Parameter study
■ Flows around pores
■ One example of case 

study from the database
□ Decay of penumbra in a 

flaring region

■ Complementing Hinode 
data with SDO and 
ground base observations
□ Decaying active region 

Layout
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Introduction

■ Generation and dissipation of magnetic fields is a 
fundamental physical process on the Sun.

■ The demise of sunspots still lacks a comprehensive 
description

■ Our interest → changes of flows and magnetic fields 
related to the decay of sunspots

■ Developed a Local Correlation Tracking (LCT) 
algorithm to follow horizontal proper motions

■ From 2006–2009 more than 200 days of G-band 
images with a suitable cadence and more than 500 
individual flow maps 
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Hinode G-band observations

■ Hinode G-band images
□ Fraunhofer G-band (bandhead of the CH molecule at λ430.5nm )
□ High-contrasts
□ Structural details and proxy-magnetometry 
□ Exposure time: 30–50 ms
□ Image scale: 0.11′′ pixel–1 with 2 × 2 binning 

■ From 2006‒2009 (basic data selection criteria)
□ At least 100 G-band images
□ Cadence better than 100 s

■ About 200 days with suitable data
□ 2k x 1k → 48 
□ 1k x 1k → 153 
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Implementation of the LCT algorithm

■ Basic image calibration

■ Correction of geometrical 
foreshortening 

■ Alignment of  images

■ Removal of 5-minute oscillations

■ LCT based on ideas of November & 
Simon (1988)

■ Sub-images of 32 х 32 pixels 

■ LCT is sensitive to strong intensity 
gradient → high-pass filtering using a 
Gaussian with a FWHM of 15 pixels 
(1200 km ≈ size of granule)

c l ( x , y , x ' , y ' )=ℜ{F −1[F ( il−1(x , y , x ' , y ') g (x ' , y ' ))

F * (i l( x , y , x ' , y ' )g (x ' , y ' )) ]} d (x ' , y ' )
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Examples: high-cadence and long-duration 
data sets

■ NOAA 10930 on 2006 December 7
■ Long-duration → 16 hours
■ ROI visible all the time 

■ NOAA 10960 on 2007 June 4
■ High-cadence → 15 s
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LCT data products

Solar features identified using a 
fixed intensity threshold for 
magnetic features I

mag 
= 0.8 and 

an adaptive threshold for G-band 
bright points                                 
I
bp

= 1.15 + 0.2 (1 – μ)

Average (60-minute) G-band 
image after correction of 
geometrical foreshortening. Red 
arrows indicate magnitude and 
direction of horizontal proper 
motions
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LCT data products

■ Azimuth map where flow 
direction is encoded according to 
the 12 colored compass rose

■ Outward motions are traceable in 
the regions with high-speed

■ Color code is used to point out 
flow speed

■ High-speed regions refer to moat 
flow around spot
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LCT data products

■ Forward cork map
■ Test particles followed flows for 2 

(blue), 4 (orange) and 8 (red) 
hours

■ Network of corks → spatial scale 
of meso- and supergranulation

■ Sources and sinks can be 
identified in a divergence map
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Duration of time average

■ Mean horizontal flow speed as a 
function of averaged LCT maps for 
time cadence 15–480 s

■ High-velocities when few maps are 
averaged

■ After ~ 20 min curves level out and 
approach asymptotic values

■ All curves stacked on top of each 
other until Δt = 90 s

■ Starting at Δt = 120 s curves of 
longer time cadence cross other 
curves

■ Choice of 60 min averages for LCT 
maps gives solar features sufficient 
time to reveal the global flow pattern 
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Long-lived features in flow maps

■ Time averaged G-band images with horizontal flow vectors 
computed for ΔT = 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 hours

■ Visual impression → arrows are more ordered and the imprint of 
meso- and supergranulation becomes more prominent in long-
duration maps
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Frequency distributions of long-lived features

■ Distribution for higher ΔT are shifted toward lower velocity values 
■ Indication of proper motions on small scales still make their presence known, if 

individual LCT maps are not averaged for at least 2 hours
■ For G-band bright points high-velocity tail is less prominent 
■ Longer ΔT is important tool for studying large-scale convective pattern but long 

duration data are scarce 
■ ΔT = 1 hours captures  most of the characteristics of the flow fields
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Frequency distributions for all solar features 

■ Solar features
□ granulation (orange)
□ G-band bright points (green)
□ umbra (red) and penumbra (blue)

■ Values are in agreement with 
previous studies
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Summary of parameter study

■ LCT produces best results for G-band images with 
cadence of Δt = 60–90 s
□ Low Δt → velocity of slowly moving features are not 

detected reliably
□ High Δt → the scene on the Sun will have evolved too 

much to bear any resemblance with earlier situation

■ ΔT = 1 hour is sufficient to produce a reliable flow 
pattern

■ The most reliable and detailed flow maps are produced 
using Gaussian kernel with a size of 2560 × 2560 km 
and a FWHM = 1200 km (approx. size of a granule)
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Flow fields in and around pores

■ Isolated pore within the active chromospheric network 
of active region NOAA 10938 on 2007 January 17

■ Residual pore in active region NOAA 10930 during the 
final stages of a small decaying sunspot on 2006 
December 7

□ Field-of-view of 120 × 120 pixels or about 10 Mm ×  10 Mm
□ One-hour averages (time-series of about 60 G-band images)
□ Flow vectors every third pixel (grid size = 0.5 km s–1)
□ First G-band image in the time-series
□ Average (1 hr) G-band image
□ Divergence map
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First image in time-series

      Residual pore      Isolated pore

Inflows inside the pore and outflows in the exterior (not
necessarily symmetric)
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Average image

Bright ring around pores (caused by small-scale 
brightenings)
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Divergence

■ Annular structure of positive divergence
■ Divergence centers are related to exploding granules
■ The larger the pore the less pronounced are the annular intensity and 

divergence structures.
■ The residual pore inherits the magnetic identity of the preceding 

sunspot, thus exhibiting a more complicated flow field.
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Azimuthal averages

■ Width of divergence ring    
0.8−1.0 Mm (approx. size of 
granule)

■ Velocity → gradient inside pore 
■ More complicated radial velocity 

profile for residual pore closer to 
the pore’s boundary

■ Intensity → bright circular band 
just at the edge of the pore

■ Divergence → changes sign at 
1.5 Mm (isolated pore) and 2.5 
Mm (residual pore) just outside 
the bright circular band
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What's next …?

■ Detailed statistical examination of pores (future A&A 
paper)

■ Generate azimuthal profiles by semi-automatic (“point-
and-click”) procedure

■ Statistical study of sunspots moat flow (future A&A 
paper)
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Penumbral decay in a flaring active region

■ Revisiting active region NOAA 10930: βγδ-region 2006 
December 7

■ Region has been extensively studied during X3.4 flare on 
2006 December 13

■ Interaction of plasma motions with magnetic fields and 
continuous flaring
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Observations

■ 16-hour data set (960 images → G-band and Ca II H)
■ Temporal evolution
■ Penumbra vanishes
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Photometric decay

■ Disappearance of penumbra after flaring and flux cancellation
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Evolution of photospheric and 
chromospheric flows

■ Shear flows are integral part of penumbral decay
□ not observed once the penumbra has decayed

■ Post flare loops above the sunspot become visible when heated by the flare 

■ Motions along the post flare loops result in a different flow pattern above 
sunspot in Ca II H LCT maps
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G-band and Ca II H time-series
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Decay of active region

■ Active region NOAA 11126.
■ 2010 November 18–22
■ Simultaneous observations of VTT and Hinode 

(HOP 0176)
□ Hinode: G-band, Ca II H, Spectro-polarimetric  data

Fe I λ630.15nm
□ VTT: chromospheric Hα λ656.28 nm and photospheric 

Fe I λ630.25 nm lines 

■ November 13–23 SDO/ HMI continuum and LOS 
magnetogram  with cadence of 15-minutes
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Photometric and magnetic field evolution 
using SDO/HMI images
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Temporal evolution of the area covered and 
flux contained in the active region

■ Magnetic flux decay rate  [1013 Wb day–1]
□ Total = 0.66  
□ Positive = 0.47
□ Negative = 0.23 

■ Growth rate [1013 Wb day–1]
□ Total = 2.66 
□ Positive = 1.98 
□ Negative = 1.09

■ Area decay rate [Mm2 day–1]  
□ Overall = 72.6 
□ Umbral cores/pores =  25.1
□ Penumbrae = 48.3

■ Growth rate [Mm2 day–1]
□ Umbral core/pores = 171.4
□ Penumbrae = 104.8
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G-band images 18-23 November

■  Highlighted regions represent FOV covered by VTT Echelle spectra
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Horizontal flow fields
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Radial dependence of flow fields 
parameter

■ At 6 ± 2 Mm from  the 
boundary of spot A 
more than 50% of flow 
points outward

■ Average flow speed is 
about 0.5 km s–1

■ Marks location where 
moat flow terminates
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SIR inversions of Hinode/SP data
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Moving magnetic features (MMFs)
■ Space-time slices → annuli with radii 

of 5.75 and 7.25 Mm and width of 0.5 
Mm 

■ HMI magnetograms with a cadence 
of 45 s covering a period 12 hours

■ Inner ring → location of strongest 
flows

■ Outer ring → marks the site, where 
the largest fraction (8%) of the 
annulus is covered by negative-
polarity features

■ Positive polarity → appear as 
horizontal striation

□ seen for hours

□ can abruptly (dis-)appear

□ merge as well as split

□ follow radial paths

□ type-II MMFs     

■ Negative polarity → 5% of magnetic 
flux

□ Weaker by 20%

□ Most prominent in the southern half 
of spot

□ Tracked only for 15–20 min and 
strongly localize

□ Mostly type-I MMFs
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Another look at MMFs

■ Local background-subtracted 
variation of the magnetic flux

■ Using 12-hour time series of 
HMI-magnetograms

■ Strongest changes → 
periphery of spot A

■ Spoke-like structures of about 
10 Mm

■ Reaching to the border of the 
supergranule surrounding 
spot A

  
Bvar= 〈∣B− 〈B 〉∣〉
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What did we learn about sunspot decay?

■ Moat flow and MMFs observed in the vicinity of spot A even 
after penumbra had decayed

□ mostly type-II
□ few interspersed U-shaped type-I MMFs
□ follow well defined, radial paths from spot all the way to the border 

of supergranular cell

■ Flux emergence near spot B prevented well ordered flow 
pattern

■ After disappearance of  the spots a coherent patch of 
abnormal granulation remained in their location

□ more uniform horizontal proper motions
□ low divergence values
□ differ significantly from granulation
□ signature of sunspot decay and the dispersal of magnetic flux
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                     Thank you !
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